nation-state and thus have put an end to its sovereignty as conceived by the Wesphalian system of territoriality. ' Deterritorialization has revealed the very precarious nature of the nation-state and the arbitrariness of territorial boundaries. However, deterritorialization has not eradicated all boundaries in postmodern geopolitics. The global economy, global communications, constant fluxes of capital, goods, and people may have modified the political map at both global and local levels, but these changes have, by the same token, erected new territorial boundaries between national and ethnic groups. Conflicts between the global, the national, and the regional have awakened old antagonisms and led to political violence, civil war, and ethnic cleansing.
In Europe, the Schengen agreements have set new boundaries for migrants and refugees.' While they facilitate exchanges within Western European states, they limit immigration and the right to asylum for non-European populations. Diasporic populations are often seen as the ultimate threat to the nation-state's claim to hegemony. Generally associated with instability and social disease, migrants are further left in the margins. The Schengen agreements are a salient example of a contradictory move of expansion and constriction of borders in postmodern geopolitics. They contribute to a greater inequality in the distribution of wealth and the reinforcement of oppositions between North and South, center and periphery, First World and Third World.
In France, postmodern geopolitics has brought a deep crisis to French identity and has awakened the old Maurassian nationalist tradition and motto "La France aux Francais" 'France for the French. '3 The myth of the Francais de souche 'French by jus sanguinis' has resurfaced, when in fact many French genealogies reveal foreign origins and most French are now in favor of the European Union. What is at stake, though, is not so much the foreign element, but the threshold of tolerance for ethnic and religious differences, especially when it comes to immigrants from the Maghreb and sub-Saharan Africa. 4 Recent laws on immigration (1986, 1988, 1993) suggest that nationalism and racism have become the ideology of a majority that draws on both the Right 2 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 26, Iss. 1 [2002] Carol Murphy's "Reassessing Marguerite Duras" addresses several issues central to the interconnected relationship between the author's work and career, in particular her complex personal history and her status as a woman writer. Murphy stresses the difficulties that Duras confronted in establishing herself as a writer. Duras's work was not noticed until the late sixties, when intellectuals from the Left and the Women's Movement started to recognize its importance. Only in 1984 did she attract the attention of the general public and the press with the publication of L'Amant, for which she won the Prix Goncourt. Duras's work ambiguously encompasses multiple historical periods in a way that reflects the gray areas in her political career and her "ever-changing self." Pro-colonialist but pro-Algerian, a resister but a possible collaborator, Duras cannot be recuperated in any definitive manner. Neither her many provocative media apparitions in the 1980s and 90s nor her work allows critics to resolve any of the contradictions that constitute the famous "Duras phenomenon." Duras's linguistic, cultural , and national borders. In fact, Beckett's characters bear names that, though typically Irish, connote abstract identities. Their names often start with an "M," which may stand for the generic "man," but do not represent anybody in particular. These characters are not much more than dispossessed figures thrown to the margins of society and victimized by power structures. In the same vein, his work invents a deterritorialized voice-"a voice that has lost its voice"-whose accent calls into question the very notion of identity. Beckett even goes so far as to compare the equation between national origin and identity to a descent into the abyss.
Boniface Mongo-Mboussa's article, "Unveiling French-African Memory," focuses on how amnesia has shaped historical memory in Sub-Saharan Africa. He identifies several aspects contributing to this amnesia including the French forgeftulness of 8 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 26, Iss. 1 [2002] In "Remembrance of the Lost Guyanese Novel," Marc Lony offers a reading of Atipa, the first novel ever written in Creole. Signed by Alfred Parepou, a writer whose identity and national origin remain uncertain, this text addresses the issue of creoleness in anticipation of Edouard Glissant's work. Written more than a century ago, Parepou's text was not translated into French until the 1980s. Atipa has subsequently attracted the interest of critics for its transcultural dimensions and evocation of guyanite. Lony argues that Atipa exhibits many generic and linguistic transgressions that reflect the complex multilingual and multiethnic reality of Guyana. This novel claims a space in the interstices of Creole and French identities and sheds new light on the similarities and differences existing between Caribbean and Guyanese creoleness.
In "Maghrebi-French Directors Behind the Camera," Dina Sherzer focuses on the work of Malik Chibane, Karim Didri, and Thomas Gilou, directors of the second generation ("la seconde G") who are now commonly associated with the New New Wave. She examines how their films reverse negative representations that stigmatize Maghrebi immigrants and their French-born children. She argues that these directors circumscribe new geopolitical spaces within France, which connote at once a sense of be-longing to the history and the culture of the Hexagon and of being excluded from it. By the same token, these directors question the French politics of immigration during the colonial and postcolonial eras, and dispute the French universalistic myth of one culture and one national identity. Sherzer also explores the complex impact of gender issues that arise when Western and Maghrebi traditions collide. She demonstrates that these film directors give more weight to a gender gap than to a generational gap, since they are more likely to challenge the orders of patriarchy and fratriarchy than the relation between parents and children per se. Women of all generations are indeed presented in a very positive light. These second G films are another attempt to demystify official French and Maghrebi history.
In "European Hospitality Without a Home," Mireille Rosello examines the passage from the European Economic Community to the European Union, from a commercial to a supranational territory. She demonstrates that since the fall of the Berlin Wall, the numerous changes in both the delineation and the suppression of European frontiers have modified the notion of hospitality. The Schengen agreements, the Maastricht and the Amsterdam treaties have affected the politics of immigration in a way that contradicts the European tradition of hospitality and its ethics. These treaties brought to the forefront political and commercial considerations that establish double standards for European and non-European immigrants. While frontiers within Europe are opening, continental ones are closing. Paradoxically the term "hospitality" increasingly replaces more and more that of "immigration," and the "land of welcome" is fading behind the specter of "guest workers." These unskilled workers, who bring their "gift of servitude," work and live in conditions much worse than those in their homeland and have lost their social status. Rosello turns to the example of Didier Van Cauwelaert's Un aller simple, which reveals the many insidious facets of contemporary French hospitality. The story takes place in a gypsy community, a setting that brings out the complex dynamics between immigration and hospitality as well as the many conflicts involved in collective and private hospitality. Rosello explores how this novel moves
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Literature and the Arts
In this section we have included literary and artistic pieces and criticism from the end of the twentieth century. These works all assert the fact that art and literature are not only alive and well, but that experiments in the realm of artistic language are far from being exhausted in the new century. These pieces negotiate between the artistic and the political. On one hand, the creative act, whether poetry, the novel, or painting, does not rely on signs and structures alone; it is not just "l'art pour l'art." Indeed, the act of writing or painting, by transforming normative standards of communication, constitutes in itself an act of resistance against the homogenization of languages and cultures. On the other hand, we cannot always claim that art and literature serve a specific political cause or party line: they are not always "committed," neither are they devoid of cultural referents. Indeed, the pieces of work presented below are also reflections of rapid changes in boundaries and territories in postmodernity.
In Frise du metro parisien, Jacques Jouet and Pierre Rosenstiehl explore a series of oulipian rules associated with the act of writing a poem in the subway (time, length, structure . ..).
This collective production is divided into two parts, which may or may not coincide with one another: a recipe on how to write a "subway poem" (Rosenstiehl) and its application (Jouet). This poem aims to reflect the abstract nature of the Parisian subway and the random occurrences of the poet's writing trajectory as he composes the poem while riding the subway. In the background of this writing game appears the skeletal postmodern Parisian landscape, which is subject to rapid structural and cultural changes.
Warren Motte's article on Christian Oster explores the many facets of the French postmodern novel at the turn of the century. He demonstrates how Oster exploits the pitfalls and advantages of "being lost" in the forest, a metaphor for today's life. While Oster's protagonist may not be a wanderer by choice, and may not be able to come up with a clear standpoint on his wandering condition, and while the reader may also get lost in the forest of writing, the novel reveals the purpose of the ludic principle that governs its writing. It also reevaluates the subversive role poiesis plays in contemporary aesthetics. The novel appears here to be a genre that defies categorization and constantly calls itself into question.
Marie-Claire Bancquart explores the place of women in poetry from a political standpoint. She studies the representation of war and violence against women and children in the Francophone Middle Eastern poetry of Andree Chedid and Venus KhouryGhata. She also examines the European poetry of Martine Broda, which distinguishes itself by questioning the Western tradition of subjectivity and lyricism in the contemporary period. We include as well one of Bancquart's latest poems, entitled "To the Ancient House," written in gratitude to Michael Bishop, the translator of her article.
Ghada Amer, an Egyptian-born French-speaking woman artist, does not claim a specific identity, whether Middle Eastern or Western. On the contrary, she emphasizes the need to acknowledge the plurality of languages and cultures. The main theme of her paintings-the repression of women's sexuality, a highly taboo topic in the Islamic tradition-raises crucial issues. What allows us to set boundaries between art, politics, and culture? Should an art that denounces female oppression be labeled pornographic? What does it amount to, when a woman artist expresses her indignation against violence (of a sexual nature or not) directed against women? Ghada Amer does not pretend to answer all these questions. However, she has opted for a dissenting and original path by incorporating the art of sewing and writing into her painting. In the Muslim tradition, writing for women is awra (an act of obscenity).8 By recovering images of female sexuality and pain with threads, Ghada Amer makes of sewing, a traditionally feminine activity, a weapon against patriarchy. By the same token, in her work, sewing, writing, and painting become privileged forms of artistic expression and freedom for women.
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